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a b s t r a c t
We give an introduction to Turing categories, which are a convenient setting for the
categorical study of abstract notions of computability. The concept of a Turing category
first appeared (albeit not under that name or at the level of generality we present it here)
in the work of Longo and Moggi; later, Di Paolo and Heller introduced the closely related
recursion categories. One of the purposes of Turing categories is that they may be used to
develop categorical formulations of recursion theory, but they also include other notions
of computation, such as models of (partial) combinatory logic and of the (partial) lambda
calculus. In this paper our aim is to give an introduction to the basic structural theory, while
at the same time illustrating how the notion is a meeting point for various other areas of
logic and computation. We also provide a detailed exposition of the connection between
Turing categories and partial combinatory algebras and show the sense in which the study
of Turing categories is equivalent to the study of PCAs.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Recursion theory, in its traditional form, is the study of computable functions and subsets of the natural numbers.
However, soon after its foundations had been laid by Kleene, Post, Turing and Gödel, the initial focus on computability
shifted to other topics. In particular, various researchers started investigating to which extent one could replace the natural
numbers by other structures and thus generalize recursion theory to wider settings (see, e.g. [22] for a lively discussion
of why one would do such a thing). Such a generalization can take different forms: one typically starts by isolating certain
structural aspects of recursive functions and the natural numbers which one wants to abstract. For example, one may replace
the natural numbers by ordinals and generalize recursion theory to recursion on ordinals or admissible sets (see Chapter
3 in [17] for an overview, or [47] for an introduction). Or, if one takes closure properties of the recursive functions such as
enumeration and parametrization as fundamental, then one is led to computation on various kinds of abstract structures
(e.g. [16,15,44]).1
In connection with the present work, we mention in particular Uniformly Reflexive Structures, developed by Wagner
and Strong [51,49], and Moschovakis’ work on abstract computability [33] and (pre)computation theories [34]. Essentially,
both approaches (which differ in presentation but mostly agree in content) single out a class of well-behaved combinatory
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1 A more elaborate and detailed account of various approaches as well as further references can be found in [36].
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structures and prove the elementary recursion theoretic results for the objects in this class. In hindsight, this may be seen
as the study of the class of decidable partial combinatory algebras in the category of Sets; as such, they are examples of the
kind of structures we shall be considering in this paper.
Given the success with which categorical methods were used in other areas of logic and theoretical computer science, it
was not a surprise that people started looking for possible categorical formulations of recursion theory. One may distinguish
two lines: in the first, the aim is to find a categorical setting in which certain aspects of recursion theory are reflected in a
particularly nice way. This led to the discovery of the Recursive Topos by Mulry [35] and of the Effective Topos by Hyland [21],
as well as to the study of various categories of domains and effective domains (see [1] for an overview and references). The
second line is a more low-level approach: one tries to find minimal categorical settings which embody certain elementary
recursion theoretic phenomena. It is this second line which is of interest to us; it started with the pioneering work by
Eilenberg and Elgot [14], who first investigated recursiveness from the point of view of elementary category theory.
Longo and Moggi, in [30,29], made significant contributions to this programme. While their main motivation seems
to have been the development of categorical settings for the study of computability at higher types (as opposed to
elementary recursion theory), they formulated the appropriate categorical concepts corresponding to Gödel numberings
and parametrization. Moreover, they studied these concepts in the context of models of the lambda calculus (being mainly
interested in type structures, they concentrated on the cartesian closed case). Later, in [31], this was generalized to arbitrary
total combinatory algebras. One of their ideas was to show that every total combinatory algebra gave rise to a category
with certain properties (which embody the notions of Gödel numbering and parametrization), while every such category
in turn must contain2 a total combinatory algebra. This should be compared to the well-known result that every model
of the untyped lambda calculus may be realized as a reflexive object in a cartesian closed category. Although this was a
significant step forward, we stress that the results were formulated only for total structures, and that no full treatment of
partial structures was offered.
Much different in flavor is the well-known 1987 paper ‘‘Dominical categories: recursion theory without elements’’, [38],
in which Roberto Di Paola and Alex Heller introduced a class of categories called recursion categories and showed how in
these categories the basic aspects of recursion theory could be developed. Their primary goal apparently was to use this as
an approach to algebraic treatments of the incompleteness theorems; however, the development of basic concepts from
recursion theory and the categorical proofs of recursion theoretic results took center stage, and a variety of result and
concepts, ranging from the recursion theorems and creative sets to Rice’s theorem, were analysed. However, the connection
to partial combinatory algebras was not made, and neither was any connection to other category-theoretic approaches to
computability.
Later publications by Heller, Di Paola and Montagna [18,39], and also by Lengyel [24], presented new examples of
recursion categories, as well as techniques for constructing such categories. Also, better understanding of partial map
categories due to the work by Rosolini and Robinson in [42,40] allowed for improved treatment of the material (mainly,
[43]). Recently, a few other people have taken up this line of research: for example, in [48], the possibility of formulating
notions of relative computability in these settings is investigated, while [25] adds to the study of recursion categories with
specific additional structure (which is needed for the formulation of certain recursion-theoretic concepts).
Despite the evident close relationship between the work by Moggi and Longo and that by Di Paola and Heller, there has,
apparently, been no effort to unite them and to harvest the rewards of such a unification. The main purpose of this paper is
therefore to present such a unified approach, in the form of Turing categories. These directly generalize the kind of categories
studied by Longo and Moggi, and thus are closely related to partial combinatory algebras and models of the untyped lambda
calculus. On the other hand, the particular axiomatization of recursion categories, while capturing a number of important
examples, is not wide enough to make a claim at being a setting for abstract computability. In order to broaden the approach
we rejected two technical aspects of the setting they proposed. First Di Paolo and Heller insisted on zero morphisms:
this forces the partiality to be nontrivial, thus excluding total models of computation. From a strictly recursion-theoretic
viewpoint these total models are perhaps of secondary interest. However, we felt that it was unnecessary to exclude those
models from the outset, and we shall introduce zero morphisms only when required. The fact that, in this paper, we do not
introduce a zero at all, means that there is quite a bit to say before this condition is required: indeed, various results (such
as the recursion theorems, or the completeness of the halting set) can be proved without it.
More seriously, they imposed the requirement that all objects in a recursion category be isomorphic. This not only seems
an awkward condition from a type-theoretic point of view, it also excludes a large number of examples, namely all those
structures where one does not have surjective pairing (which is responsible for obtaining an isomorphism A × A ∼
= A as
opposed to a mere retraction). In addition, this requirement prevents the class of categories to be stable under idempotent
splittings, a construction which will be shown to be of crucial importance for the structural and representational results in
this work.
Thus, in our formulation of Turing categories, these conditions are notably absent. This way, we not only develop all
results in as general a setting as possible, we also keep full control over the interaction between the total and the partial
world and do not discard total examples (such as models of the lambda calculus and, indeed, various effective models useful
for higher type computation).
2 In fact, this was not formulated quite in this manner: it was shown that there was an object in the category such that the global sections of that object
form a total combinatory algebra in Sets. See also the remarks in Section 4.4.
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The work by Lars Birkedal [7] also bears close connections to the present work. In his thesis, a notion of weakly closed
partial cartesian category is developed, with the aim of providing a general framework in which to study realizability
constructions. In our language, a Turing category is a weakly closed partial cartesian category with a universal object
(a concept also appearing in loc. cit.). Birkedal also shows that every PCA gives rise to such a category, and proves an
‘‘impredicativity entails untypedness"-result, stating that the presence of a universal object is both necessary and sufficient
to construct a tripos, and hence a topos (in turn, this is closely related to the result in [26]).
Purpose of this work. One of the goals of this paper is to give a clear exposition of the basic theory of Turing categories,
and the way in which they are connected to various other topics, ranging from recursion theory to models of combinatory
logic and from the lambda calculus to realizability. As indicated above, we cannot claim much originality for the concept
of a Turing category. However, the basic structural theory of Turing categories hasn’t been developed previously, and we
use this paper as an occasion to give a precise and detailed account of that development. Although the development of
recursion theory is mostly preserved for a later paper, we will have occasion to indicate how some elementary concepts are
to be viewed in this setting, and we hope this both illustrates and justifies the axiomatization.
Furthermore, we give an exposition of partial combinatory algebras (PCAs) with an emphasis on their relation to Turing
categories. Longo and Moggi already showed how a total combinatory algebra (in the category of Sets) gives rise to a Turing
category, and how one can extract a combinatory algebra from a Turing category by applying the global sections functor. We
first extend this to the partial case, working over an arbitrary cartesian base category. We remark that Birkedal had already
shown how to construct such a category from a PCA, but that his method is a generalization of the usual idempotent splitting
of a monoid of endofunctions, while we obtain a smaller category which does not have its idempotents split.
As a first significant improvement over these existing results, we turn the construction into an actual correspondence by
investigating to which extent the Turing category is determined by the PCA. We want to draw attention to the fact that, in
order to recover the Turing category (and thus obtain a representational result), one actually needs a relativised notion of
computability based on pairs of PCAs; this seems to be more than a coincidence, since a similar construction has appeared
in realizability, and also in [28], in the context of computability at higher types.
The correspondence between Turing categories and PCAs provides insight in both directions. First of all, examples of PCAs
give rise to examples of Turing categories, and one may translate results about PCAs into results about Turing categories.
This can be beneficial as it is usually the case that the language of PCAs is more concise than the categorical language. Next,
Turing categories will be seen to be a presentation-free representation of PCAs; indeed, a Turing category may be viewed
as representing an equivalence class of PCAs, where the equivalence is given by so-called strict simulation. This in turn sets
up to possibility of obtaining results about PCAs up to strict equivalence by purely categorical methods (for if two Turing
categories have different categorical properties, then they distinguish the classes of PCAs). In particular, the correspondence
allows one to study how certain structural or recursion theoretic properties of Turing categories relate to properties of
PCAs. For example, the work by Di Paola and Heller already indicates that additional requirements on Turing categories (for
example, coproducts, regularity, discreteness, certain choice principles) become important in the formulation of recursiontheoretic concepts. Thus one may consider ‘‘PCAs with coproducts", ‘‘PCAs with choice", etcetera, and all of these notions
are stable under equivalence.
We also bring simulations into the picture: these are (a strict version of) morphisms of PCAs which have proved useful in
realizability, but so far haven’t been applied in this context. We will argue that these morphisms arise naturally within our
setting and provide us with the right way of expressing that two notions of computability are equivalent, a question which
in a paper on this subject should not be avoided.
Finally, while this paper should form an accessible introduction to anyone who is interested in how category theory and
recursion theory meet (and who has an elementary grasp of both), it is also supposed to set the stage for a number of more
specialized results on which we hope to report later.
Outline of the paper. We begin by providing the necessary background on partial map categories in Section 2; in particular
we introduce restriction categories and functors, as well as partial products, and idempotent splittings. The section also
serves to introduce some relevant notation and terminology.
Section 3 contains the key definition of a Turing category, and explores the direct consequences of the definition. A
number of examples are described in some detail in order to illustrate how the various components of the definition
relate to classical concepts in computability. We also present a few elementary results concerning the non-canonicity of
the structure of a Turing category. Moreover, a number of basic constructions to construct new Turing categories from old
ones is discussed.
Then, in Section 4, we turn attention to partial combinatory algebras (PCAs). We explain how combinatory completeness
allows us to build a Turing category from a PCA, generalizing Longo and Moggi’s approach in a straightforward manner.
Moreover, we present one of the basic representational results for Turing categories, by showing how every Turing category
essentially arises in this way, provided we generalize PCAs to relative PCAs, and Turing categories are regarded up to Moritaequivalence.
In Section 5 we present some results which tighten the connection between PCAs and Turing categories. First, we
recapitulate the notion of a simulation between PCAs. This allows us to speak of equivalent PCAs, and then to prove that
equivalent PCAs induce equivalent Turing categories, and vice versa. We also give a criterion for a PCA in a Turing category
to be a Turing object.
We end the paper with a brief description of some of the topics and results which can be expected in future work.
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Fig. 1. Axioms for a restriction combinator.

2. Background and preliminaries
In this Section we introduce the general categorical setting in which we will be working, and fix some terminology and
notation. All of the material discussed here can be found in more complete and detailed form in [9,10].
2.1. Categories of partial maps
There are various approaches to handling partiality in category theory. For our purposes, restriction categories provide
a convenient framework: their axiomatization is algebraic and fairly simple, while they are at the same time a completely
general setting. Essentially, a restriction category is a category with an additional operator, which associates to each map
f :X −
→ Y an idempotent f : X −
→ X which is to be thought of as the domain of definition of f . This idempotent measures
the degree of partiality of the map f . For example, in Par, the category of sets and partial functions, we associate to a partial
function f the partial endofunction
f (x) =



x

↑

if f (x)↓
otherwise.

Here, we temporarily use the notation f (x)↓ to indicate that x is in the domain of definition of f , and f (x)↑ for the assertion
that f (x) is undefined.
Definition 2.1 (Restriction Category). A restriction category is a category C endowed with a combinator (−), sending f : A
−
→ B to f : A −
→ A, such that the axioms in Fig. 1 are satisfied.
These axioms are intended to capture the behaviour of domains; indeed, in the example Par of sets and partial functions
the axioms are readily verified. Also, it can be shown that the axioms are independent, in that none of them follows from
the others.
Special classes of maps. A morphism f in a restriction category for which f = 1 is called a total map. The identity map is
total and total maps compose (to show this, it is useful to prove first that gf = gf whenever the composite gf is defined).
Thus the total maps in a restriction category C form a subcategory denoted Tot(C). This total map category contains all the
isomorphisms as well as all the monics.
Recall that a map f is idempotent if ff = f . It is easily verified that maps of the form f are idempotent. If, in addition,
f satisfies f = f , then we say that f is a restriction idempotent, or a domain of definition where we shall often shorten the
latter to simply a domain, when the sense is clear. Given an object X , we write O (X ) for the collection of domains on X . Note
that, in general, not every idempotent is a restriction idempotent: for example, in Par, if X is a set, then every constant total
function f : X −
→ X is idempotent. But if X has more than one element, such a function is not a domain. Indeed, in this
category the domains on X are the partial identity functions or, equivalently, the subsets of X .
Given two objects A and B, we say that A is a retract of B if there exist maps m : A −
→ B and r : B −
→ A such that rm = 1A .
Note that the embedding part m, being a section, has to be monic and hence total, but that the retraction r need not be total.
The composite mr is an idempotent on B, and the object A is said to be a splitting of the idempotent mr. If A is a retract of B
we will denote this by A G B, or by (m, r ) : A G B if we wish to indicate a specific embedding-retraction pair. It need not be
the case that mr is a restriction idempotent; in the special situation where mr = r, we will call r the restriction retraction, as
it is now determined uniquely, and say that m is a restriction monic. Thus, restriction monics are exactly those monics which
are part of the splitting of a restriction idempotent.
Enrichment. Restriction categories are locally ordered: given parallel maps f , g : A −
→ B, say that
f ≤g

⇔ f = gf .

Using the axioms for a restriction it is readily seen that this defines a partial order on the hom-sets of C which is respected
by composition. In Par, f ≤ g means that the graph of f is contained in the graph of g, i.e. that f and g agree whenever f (x)
is defined.
In particular, the set O (X ) of domains on an object X is partially ordered via e ≤ e0 ⇔ ee0 = e. This partial order has
binary meets given by e ∧ e0 = ee0 = e0 e, and the identity on X is the top element; thus, O (X ) is a meet-semilattice.
The assignment X 7→ O (X ) is the object part of a stable meet-semilattice fibration which is sometimes called the
‘‘fundamental functor’’. Its action on morphisms is defined by ‘‘pullback’’: given f : Y −
→ X , the induced f ∗ : O (X ) −
→ O (Y )
is given by f ∗ (e) = ef . This preserves the meets, but not necessarily the top element, since f need not be total.
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Splitting idempotents. Given a category C and a class E of idempotents in C, one can formally split the idempotents in E;
the resulting category is typically denoted by KE (C). Since we will be using this at more than one occasion, we briefly sketch
the construction of KE (C). Its objects are pairs (X , e) where X is an object of C and e ∈ E is an idempotent on X . A morphism
(X , e) −
→ (Y , f ) is a map k : X −
→ Y in C for which ke = k = fk. Provided E contains the identity arrows, there is a functor C
−
→ KE (C) sending X to (X , 1X ).
Note that an object (X , e) in KE (C) becomes a retract of (X , 1X ) via the morphisms (e, e) : (X , e) G (X , 1X ).
One can verify that in the case that C is actually a restriction category, then so is the splitting KE (C). Also, the inclusion
functor C −
→ KE (C) then preserves the restriction structure. Of special interest is the case where we take E to consist of all
idempotents (not only the restriction idempotents); categories in which all idempotents split are called split, and we write
K (C) for the result of splitting all idempotents in C. Finally, any two categories C, D for which K (C) ' K (D) will be said
to be Morita-equivalent.
Examples.
(i) Any category is in particular a restriction category under the definition f = 1. This means that we can regard categories
as a special kind of restriction categories.
(ii) Any category C equipped with a stable system of monics M (see [9] for more information) gives rise to a category of
partial maps Par(C, M ). Such a category is a split restriction category and conversely, every split restriction category
is essentially of this form. The example Par = Par(Set, M ) with M = all monics is of this form, as is the category
Par(Top, Open) of topological spaces and partial continuous maps with open domain.
(iii) For a ‘‘small’’ example, one can take any set X and consider the monoid of partial endofunctions on X ; this is a oneobject restriction category (with restriction inherited from Par). This category is not split; its splitting is the category
where the objects are all subsets of X and the morphisms are all partial functions between those.
(iv) Our last example looks ahead to Section 3.2; it has one single object, N, and has all partial recursive (=partial
computable) functions as morphisms. The domains of this category correspond to the recursively enumerable sets.
Restriction functors. Given two restriction categories C, D, a restriction functor F : C −
→ D is an ordinary functor from C to D
which must satisfy the condition that F (f ) = F (f ), i.e. that it preserves domains. It follows that F preserves the enrichment
as well, in the sense that f ≤ g implies F (f ) ≤ F (g ).
2.2. Cartesian structure
We next discuss the possible additional structure on restriction categories, in particular finite products.
The thing to note about products (and limits in general) in a restriction category is that they are not genuine categorical
products, but that they are products in a suitable bicategorical sense.
Concretely, an object 1 in a restriction category C is said to be a restriction terminal object if for each object A there is a
unique total map !A : A −
→ 1, such that !1 = 1; moreover, this family of maps must satisfy the condition that for each f : A
−
→ B we have !B f =!A f , as in the diagram below.

>>
>>!A
>>
>

/1
B

A
f

≤

!B

A partial product of two objects A, B is an object A × B equipped with total projections πA : A × B −
→ A and πB : A × B
−
→ B, such that for each C and each pair of maps f : C −
→ A, g : C −
→ B, there is a unique map f , g : C −
→ A × B with the
properties that πA f , g ≤ f , πB f , g ≤ g and f , g = f g.
C D
zz DDD g
z
zz hf ,g i DD
zz ≥  ≤ DDD
z
}z
/! B
A o πA A × B πB
f

Thus, the domain of the pairing hf , g i is the intersection of the domains of f and g.
Even though partial products are not real products and a restriction terminal object is not a terminal object, we will
simply speak of products and terminal objects.
Definition 2.2 (Cartesian Restriction Categories and Functors). (i) A restriction category is called cartesian if it has all
binary partial products as well as a restriction terminal object.
(ii) A restriction functor F : C −
→ D between cartesian restriction categories is a cartesian restriction functor (or simply a
cartesian functor) when the canonical comparison morphisms hF πA , F πB i : F (A × B) −
→ FA × FB and !F 1 : F 1 −
→ 1 are
isomorphisms.
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An important example of a cartesian functor is the global sections functor: given any cartesian restriction category C, the
global sections functor Γ : C −
→ Par is defined by

Γ (C ) = Tot(C)[1, C ],
the collection of total points of C . On morphisms, Γ acts by composition. It is easily seen that this is a cartesian functor.
We note that if C is a cartesian category then KE (C) is again cartesian provided E is closed under products.
3. Turing categories
We will introduce Turing categories as cartesian restriction categories with a special kind of universal object, called a
Turing object. After the basic definition we show that one can normalize the structure, which is of great help in verifying
that a given category is a Turing category. After that, we consider a few examples (Section 3.2), mainly from recursion theory
(after all, Turing categories are supposed to embody an abstract notion of computability, so they had better encompass the
traditional, concrete notions). Then we turn to the non-canonicity of Turing objects and their structure (Section 3.3), and
see how this works in some of the examples. We also describe how different Turing structures on a category are related, and
give criteria which allow one to test whether given structure on an object is indeed Turing structure.
Some basic constructions for obtaining new Turing categories from old are sketched in Section 3.5. We conclude
(Section 3.6) by commenting on some of the differences between Turing categories and related concepts from the literature.
3.1. Definition and first properties
We start by giving the central definitions of the paper:
Definition 3.1 (Turing Category). Let C be a cartesian restriction category.
(i) Given a morphism τX ,Y : A × X −
→ Y , a morphism f : Z × X −
→ Y is said to admit a τX ,Y -index when there exists a total
map h : Z −
→ A for which the following diagram is commutative:
τX ,Y

/
z< Y
z
z

zz
h×X
 zzzz f
Z ×X
A ×O X

In this case, h is called a τX ,Y -index for f .
(ii) A morphism τX ,Y is called a universal application when every f : Z × X −
→ Y admits a τX ,Y -index. We will also simply
say that τX ,Y is universal.
(iii) A Turing object in C is an object A such that for each X , Y ∈ C, there is a universal application τX ,Y : A × X −
→ Y.
(iv) The category C is called a Turing category if it possesses a Turing object.
One way to think of a Turing object A is as an object which plays, for each pair of objects X , Y , the role of a weak
exponential of X and Y ; in that light, the universal application morphism τX ,Y : A × X −
→ Y then acts as an evaluation
map. We do not insist that the ‘‘exponential transpose’’ h of f is unique; in the (rather special) case where transposes are
unique we say that τX ,Y is extensional.
In the case where Z = 1, the terminal object, we find, for each morphism f : X −
→ Y , a total point a : 1 −
→ A, such that
τ1,Y (a × 1) = f . We shall then refer to a as a code for f .
It is important to realize that, given a particular Turing object, the universal morphisms τX ,Y are not part of the data;
rather, their existence is taken to be a property. Generally, for a Turing object there may be many families τX ,Y which realize
it as a Turing object. Similarly, in a Turing category, we do not take a choice of Turing object to be part of the structure and,
indeed, a Turing category may possess many non-isomorphic Turing objects.
Definition 3.2 (Turing Structure). Let C be a Turing category and A an object of C.
(i) A family of maps τ = {τX ,Y : A × X −
→ Y |X , Y } where X , Y range over all objects of C will be called an applicative family
for A.
(ii) An applicative family τ is called universal for A when each τX ,Y is universal, in which case we also say that τ is a Turing
structure on A.
(iii) A pair (A, τ ), where τ is universal for A is called a Turing structure on C.
The question of how different Turing objects in a given category are related and of how different Turing structures on a
given Turing object are related will be investigated in Section 3.3.
We should give some examples at this point, but as one can imagine, verifying whether a given category is a Turing
category using the above definition may not be straightforward. We therefore postpone this until we have gathered a few
results which will allow for an equivalent formulation which is easier to check in practice.
As a first observation, we note that a Turing object is a universal object, in the strong sense that every object is a retract
of it.
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Lemma 3.3. In a Turing category C with Turing object A, every object X is a retract of A.
Proof. Consider the diagram

π
f
X ×1

τ1,X

/X
z<
z
zz
zzπX
z
z

A ×O 1

X ×1

where π
fX is a τ1,X -index for πX . Precomposing both ways around with the isomorphism X −
→ X × 1 gives the desired
result. 
In particular we have that all finite powers 1, A, A2 , A3 , . . . are retracts of A. This example not only indicates something
about the size of the object A (which, if we were working over the category of sets, would have to be either a singleton or
infinite) but also tells us that there is an internal pairing operation on A.
We next turn to the problem of normalizing the Turing structure in the sense of showing how such structure can be
generated from some key components. One of these key ingredients is a Turing morphism: this is a universal self-application

/ A . Clearly, given a universal applicative family τ = {τX ,Y } on A, the map
map, which we shall write as A × A
τA,A : A × A −
→ A is such a Turing morphism. However, simply having such a Turing morphism is not sufficient to generate
a Turing structure on A; one needs the additional requirement that A is a universal object.
Let X , Y be arbitrary objects, and suppose we seek to construct a universal application map τX ,Y : A × X −
→ Y . Let us
assume that we have embedding-retraction pairs (mX , rX ) : X G A and (mY , rY ) : Y G A. We define τX ,Y to be the composite
•

A×X

A×mX

/ A×A

/A

•

/ Y.

rY

To verify that this morphism is a universal application suppose we are given f : Z × X −
→ Y . Consider the diagram
A ×O X

A×mX

h×X

Z ×X

Z ×mX

/ A×A
O

h×A

/ Z ×A

•

/A
O
mY f

Z ×rX

/< Y
zz
z
zz
zz f
z
z
rY

/ Z ×X

The triangle on the right commutes because of the equality rY mY = 1. The square in the middle uses the fact that • is a Turing
morphism and hence that there is an index h for the composite mY f (Z × rX ). Obviously the left hand square commutes, and
the bottom composite is simply the identity. Thus h is also an index for f relative to the top composite.
Since we have constructed all Turing morphisms from • under the assumption that every object is a retract of A, we have
thus proved:
Theorem 3.4 (Recognition Criterion for Turing Categories). For a cartesian category C, the following are equivalent:
(i) C is Turing category;
(ii) There is an object A of which every object is a retract, and for which there exists a Turing morphism A × A

•

/A.

We have to warn the reader that the above way of constructing the morphisms τX ,Y from the single instance • = τA,A is
not canonical, and that there may in general be many ways of extending τA,A to a Turing structure on A.
3.2. Examples
We now present a few basic examples of Turing categories, ranging from the Turing category for classical recursion theory
and models of the lambda calculus to less well-known examples.
3.2.1. The classical recursion category
We first recall some concepts and notation from elementary recursion theory. First of all, one may consider a suitable
enumeration φ0 , φ1 , . . . of the partial recursive functions f : N −
→ N (of one variable), based on the fact that such a
function can be described by finitely many instructions, and that these instructions can be coded into one single number.
Alternatively, one may consider a coding for Turing machines, since the Turing machine-computable functions are exactly
(n)
(n)
the partial recursive ones. Similarly, there exist enumerations of partial recursive functions of several variables; φ0 , φ1 , . . .
will be an enumeration of the n-ary partial recursive functions. When f = φe , one also says that the number e is a code for f .
(n)
The key properties one can prove about such a family φm (and this is where one needs the enumeration to be ‘‘suitable’’)
are:
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(i) The Universality Theorem. This result says, that the functions (for each n > 0)

Φ (n) (e, x1 , . . . , xn ) = φe (x1 , . . . , xn ),
called the universal functions, are partial recursive.
n
(ii) The Parameter Theorem. This says that there are primitive recursive functions Sm
, for each n, m > 0, such that

Φ (n+m) (e, x1 , . . . , xm , u1 , . . . , un ) = Φ (m) (Smn (e, x1 , . . . , xm ), u1 , . . . , un ).
n
Moreover, the Sm
functions may be taken to be injective.

(In some texts, the Universality Theorem is taken to be part of the Enumeration Theorem. Moreover, some texts take the
validity of the above two theorems to be the definition of a suitable enumeration.) We now fix such an enumeration and use
it to define the so-called Kleene-application on the natural numbers; this is the function N × N

•

/ N , defined by

n • x = φn (x).
That is, n • m is the result of applying the n-th partial recursive function to input m (and is undefined whenever that
computation diverges).
Having this at our disposal, consider the category whose objects are the finite powers of N, and where a morphism Nk
−
→ Nm is an m-tuple of partial recursive functions of k variables. In case k = 0, we simply get m-tuples of elements of N.
Denote this category by Comp(N).
The object N is a Turing object in this category. First, any (primitive) recursive pairing function p : N × N −
→ N together
with unpairing functions p0 , p1 : N −
→ N × N will exhibit N × N as a retract of N (in fact, these objects are isomorphic), and
similarly for the other objects.
The application on N is Kleene-application; the Universality Theorem guarantees that this is a partial recursive map, and
the weak universal property of • is now an application of the Parameter Theorem.
Note that all of the universal functions are in fact Turing morphisms in this category. In the light of this example, we
thus arrive at a justification for the axioms of a Turing category; they are supposed to give a minimal setting in which
the Universality Theorem and the Parameter Theorem hold. (The fact that classically the reparametrization functions are
primitive recursive and not just merely total recursive does not have a direct analogue in a general Turing category; the fact
that they may be taken to be injective does — see Section 3.3.)
3.2.2. Variation
A minor variation on the above category is obtained by considering as objects all recursively enumerable (r.e.) subsets
of Nk , k ≥ 0, and (tuples of) partial recursive functions between those. Again, N, equipped with the Kleene-application, is
a Turing object in this category. (This category is in fact obtained from the first example by splitting the class of restriction
idempotents, see Section 3.5.)
One could also consider a ‘‘smaller’’ version of the classical recursion category Comp(K1 ), namely by taking only the
objects 1 and N (and all computable maps between them). Since N ∼
= N × N via a computable isomorphism, this is actually
a skeleton of Comp(K1 ). One recovers the old category by splitting the idempotents which correspond to the products.
3.2.3. Reflexive objects
A reflexive object in a cartesian closed category is an object A together with embedding-retraction pairs
1 G A, A × A G A, AA G A. It is well-known that such an object is a model of untyped lambda calculus (see, e.g. [23]). A category
where the search for non-trivial reflexive objects often leads to success is that of (directed-)complete partial orders (CPOs)
and Scott-continuous maps. Given a reflexive object A in that category, one may consider the smallest cartesian closed
subcategory generated by A. This is a Turing category with Turing object A; the Turing morphism is defined by taking an
embedding-retraction pair (m, r ) : AA G A, and by defining

•A : A × A

r ×A

/ AA × A

ev

/ A.

This category only has total maps; although one might initially expect a treatment of recursion theory to have partiality
(as Di Paola and Heller insisted), this limiting case is not excluded and, indeed, we wish to make a point here that the study of
categorical models of the untyped lambda calculus may be viewed as the study of cartesian closed (total) Turing categories.
Also, we note that, more generally, one could work in a partial cartesian closed Turing category (for more on this notion,
see, e.g. [13], or [46]), and look for reflexive objects in there; those correspond to models of the untyped partial lambda
calculus (see [32]). Hence in general cartesian closed Turing categories will correspond to partial lambda algebras.
3.2.4. A non-example
One could wonder whether our first example, Comp(N), has any interesting Turing subcategories (subcategories which
are also Turing categories). One might consider, for example, the subcategory of Comp(N) on the total maps, i.e. the total
recursive functions, or maybe even on the primitive recursive functions. However, that cannot work since, by diagonal
arguments, there cannot exist suitable enumerations for these classes of functions (see, e.g., [36]).
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3.2.5. Classifying categories
So far, our examples were set-based, in the sense that the Turing object was always a set equipped with some extra data
(or in the more precise sense that the Turing categories were faithful over Par). Thus, they embody set-based notions of
computation. We will now sketch an example which is quite different.
The theory Partial Combinatory Logic (PCL, for short) is a unityped partial algebraic theory which has two constants k and
s, and a binary application symbol •. From these (and variables of course), partial terms are formed; the term formation rules
include the usual rules, but there is the added rule of term restriction: given terms t , r, one may form a new term t|r , to be
thought of as t restricted to (the domain of) r. The PCL axioms are kxy = x, sxyz = xz (yz ) and x|sxy = x, where the application
is written as an invisible, left associating, operation. The first two axioms are the usual axioms for the combinators k and s
and the last axiom is to be read as ‘‘sxy is total’’. The models of this theory are the partial combinatory algebras which will
be discussed in Section 4.
Now for ordinary equational theories one can always consider a term model, which is built from the syntax of the theory
and which is an initial model. In the case of a partial theory such as PCL, this is replaced by a classifying category: this is
a cartesian restriction category containing a generic model. It follows from the specific properties of PCL (combinatory
completeness) that the classifying category for PCL is a Turing category. Because of its initiality, it may be regarded as a
generic model of computation.
3.2.6. Turing categories vs. Kleene categories
There is a variation on the definition of Turing category, in which one demands that every morphism f now has an index
h up to inequality, in the sense that f ≤ •(h × 1) instead of the usual f = •(h × 1). Such an h is then called a realizer for
f . One is tempted to call such structure a Kleene category, since they are more suited for purposes of realizability than for
computability (this will be discussed in [11]).
Many things which are true for Turing categories are already true for Kleene categories. For example, in a Kleene category
each object is a retract of the Kleene object, and hence one can normalize the structure. However, there are some important
differences: some recursion theoretic concepts, such as m-completeness (see Section 3.4), make sense in Kleene categories,
but basic results about them break down.
3.3. Comparing Turing structures
We remarked earlier that a given Turing category may have many different Turing structures. We now investigate how
different Turing structures on a Turing category are related, and give some criteria for verifying whether certain data induces
Turing structure. Categorically, this may be viewed as a coherence issue; on the other hand it immediately leads to the subject
of simulations, and is closely related to the classical concept of recursive invariance.
Let us fix a Turing category C. All we know is that there exists a Turing object, say A. But already from A, we can obtain
more Turing objects, namely the powers A2 , A3 , . . . . This follows directly from the following Lemma, which gives a criterion
for an object to be a Turing object.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a Turing object in C. Then an object B is a Turing object if and only if A is a retract of B.
Proof. Clearly, by Lemma 3.3, the condition is necessary. Conversely, let us assume that A is a retract of B, and let us construct
universal application morphisms for B. Define σX ,Y : B × X −
→ Y as the composite

σX ,Y : B × X

r ×X

/ A×X

τX ,Y

/Y

where the map r is a retraction of B onto A, and where τX ,Y is a universal application for A. Given f : Z × X −
→ Y , we now
can consider an index h : Z −
→ A for f relative to A, and compose this index with a splitting of r. 
Thus, all Turing objects in a Turing category are retracts of each other. From this, it does not, in general, follow that they
are isomorphic — this requires (a computable version of) the Cantor–Schröder–Bernstein Theorem.
Even though the above lemma is, as a coherence result, quite crude, in some cases it still gives us an easy way to determine
which objects in a given Turing category are Turing objects. For example, consider the category where the objects are r.e.
subsets of powers of N, and where the morphisms are the partial recursive functions between those (example 3.2.2). Of
course, N is a Turing object, as are all powers of N. Moreover, it is known (see [36]) that every infinite r.e. set U can be
viewed as the range of an injective total recursive function, and this function has a recursive section, exhibiting N as a
retract of U. Thus, every such infinite U is a Turing object as well. Obviously a finite set cannot be a Turing object, which
leads us to the conclusion that the Turing objects are exactly the infinite r.e. sets.
Now let us suppose that we have two Turing objects A and B, together with chosen structure τ = {τX ,Y |X , Y } on A and
σ = {σX ,Y |X , Y } on B. How are τ and σ related? Well, we first pick an embedding-retraction pair (m, r ) : A G B. Then consider
the diagram
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σX ,Y

B ×O X

/Y
O

h×X

A×X

m×X

/ B×X

1

r ×X

/ A×X

τX ,Y

/Y

The arrow h is a σ -index for the composite τX ,Y (r × X ). Since rm = 1, this gives the equation

τX ,Y = σX ,Y ◦ (hm × X ).
Thus, the map hm relates the two application morphisms; because m was just a choice of embedding and h was just any
index, no coherence (varying X and Y ) can be expected.
Of course, we may reverse the roles of A and B, and then we will get a comparison morphism in the other direction: given
an embedding-retraction pair (n, t ) : B G A, we find j such that

σX ,Y = τX ,Y ◦ (jn × X ).
We may turn the above observation into a criterion for when a family σX ,Y : B × X −
→ Y defines Turing structure on B.
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a Turing object with universal maps τX ,Y . A family σX ,Y : B × X −
→ Y constitutes a Turing structure on B if
and only if there exist total maps pX ,Y : A −
→ B such that τX ,Y = σX ,Y (pX ,Y × X ).
Proof. One direction was proved in the preceding discussion. For the converse, suppose such a family pX ,Y is given. Then,
for a morphism f : Z × X −
→ Y , one finds a σ -index by first finding a τ -index f˜ : X −
→ A and then composing with p. 
We can also use this to give a criterion for when a morphism B × B

•

/ B is a Turing morphism.

Lemma 3.7. Let A be a Turing object and let τB,B be a universal application map. Then a morphism B × B
morphism precisely when there is a total map p : B −
→ A making the following diagram commutative.

/ B is a Turing

τB,B

/= B
{{
{
{{
{{ •
{
{

A ×O B
p×B

•

B×B

Proof. Immediate. 
3.4. Comparing Turing morphisms
We now know that different Turing objects must be retracts of each other, and that between different universal
applicative families there must always be comparison morphisms. To complete the description of the coherence among
different Turing structures, we would like to give characterizations in terms of the normalized structures. This is certainly
possible, but in order to give a complete account one needs both the language and the results about simulations (Section 5).
We therefore present a few simple observations here which can be stated in elementary terms, and illustrate these by
connecting them to recursion-theoretic phenomena. As a corollary, we show that the Halting set is m-complete in any
Turing category.
Let us first illustrate how it can happen that a given Turing object A has different Turing morphisms. Suppose we have

A×A

r ×A

/ (A × A) × A

/ A on A; then we can change this into another application •0 by considering the

•

picked a Turing morphism A × A
following composite:

π0 × A

/ A×A

•

/ A.

Here, we have chosen an embedding-projection pair (m, r ) : A × A G A. Now •0 is again a Turing morphism: given f : X × A
−
→ A, consider the diagram
A ×O A

r ×A

h×A

X ×A

mX

π0 × A

/ (A × A) × A
O

/ A × A • =/ A
r
{{
r8
r
r
{{
r
{
hg ,1i×A
r
{
r
{
rrr g ×A
{{ f
/ A×A
/ X ×A
×A
r ×A
X

where g is an index of f (rX × A) relative to •, and where we have chosen (mX , rX ) : X G A. Then h may be defined as the
composite
h = mhg , 1imX ,
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since then

•(π0 × A)(r × A)(h × A) =
=
=
=
=
=

•(π0 × A)(r × A)((mhg , 1imX ) × A)
•(π0 × A)(rmhg , 1i × A)(mX × A)
•(π0 × A)(hg , 1i × A)(mX × A)
•(g × A)(mX × A)
f (rX × A)(mX × A)
f

Observe that this new index h is in fact a section, and thus in particular a monomorphism. Thus we have in fact shown that
every Turing category possesses a Turing structure for which every map has a monic index.
Remark. In classical recursion theory one often exploits the scholium to the Parameter Theorem that the reparametrization
functions may be taken to be injective. The construction is also related to what is sometimes called ‘‘Padding’’: the fact
that, given a particular code for a function, one can effectively generate infinitely many more codes (see [36]). In a general
Turing category this result will not hold for every Turing structure (for example if the structure is extensional). However,
the above observation shows that there always exists a Turing structure on the same Turing object for which padding does
work (provided the category is non-trivial of course).
This example tells us more than just about the possibility of creating different Turing morphisms: it tells us that certain
properties (in this case, having monic indices) are not properties of the Turing category, but are properties of specific choices
of structure.
Before we look at the relation between different Turing morphisms, we introduce a bit of notation which will also prove
useful later on. Let us be given a Turing morphism • on A. From this, we may define a family of iterated application morphisms
•(n) : A × An −
→ A. These are defined inductively: •(1) = •, and if we have defined •(n) , then let •(n+1) be the composite
A × A × An

•×1

•(n)

/ A × An

/ A.

Thus, •(n) is n-fold application, associated to the left. In case no confusion is possible we will be sloppy and omit the parameter
n from the notation and simply write • for all of the members of this family.
Lemma 3.8. Each of the derived morphisms •(n) is a universal application.
Proof. This is proved by induction on n, where the case n = 1 is true by assumption that • is a Turing morphism. If we have
proved the statement for n = k, then consider f : Z × Ak+1 −
→ A, and construct an index for f according to
A × AO × Ak

•×1

h × Ak

X × A × Ak

=

/: A
vv
v
v
vv
g ×Ak
vv f
v
v
/ X × A × Ak
/ A × Ak
O

•k

where g : X × A −
→ A is a •(k) -index for f (which exists by induction hypothesis), and h : X −
→ A is a •-index for g. 
We have started the inductive definition of •(n) at n = 1, and one may ask what •(0) should be! Given that the morphisms
• allow us to view elements of A as n-ary morphisms, a natural choice would be to let •(0) be the identity, for then we
regard an element of A as a 0-ary function, that is, a constant. However, there are compelling reasons for making another
choice: we define •(0) to be the composite
(n)

A

∆

/ A×A

/ A.

•

A first argument in favour of this choice is that many of the interesting properties of the family •(n) are shared by the above
map, but not by the identity. (More reasons will be provided in Section 4.) For example, it is also a universal application:
given f : X −
→ A, let d : X −
→ A be a •-index for f πX : X × A −
→ A. Then d is also a •(0) -index for f . See the following diagram.
AO

∆

/ A×A
O

•

/A
O
f

d×A

d

X

h1,di

/ X ×A

πX

/X

We digress for a moment to note that we have actually proved a result from recursion theory here, namely the mcompleteness of the Halting set. Let us briefly explain this: if two domains e ∈ O (X ), e0 ∈ O (Y ) are given, we say that
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e ≤m e0 (in words: e many-one reduces to e0 ) when there is a total map f : X −
→ Y such that e = f ∗ (e0 ), i.e. e is the pullback
0
of e along f . A domain is said to be m-complete if every other domain m-reduces to it.3
Now for any Turing structure τ = {τX ,Y } on A, the domain of τ1,A is indeed m-complete: given a domain e ∈ O (X ),
consider
AO

τ1,A

/A
O
m

h
e

X

/X

where m : X −
→ A is a choice of embedding and h is an index for me. Because me = τ1,A h, the domains of τ1,A h and of me are
equal. Thus, letting K = •(0) , we get
e = me = τ1,A h = h∗ (K ),
by totality of m, which shows that e ≤m K .
Now we may apply this to the domain of the morphism •(0) ; this gives:
Corollary 3.9 (Completeness of the Halting Set). The domain K is m-complete.
Similar reasoning shows the m-completeness of other domains. Indeed, if we take any total point a : 1 −
→ A of A, then
we may consider the composite A
given a domain e on X , consider
h1,ai

AO

•

h1,ai

/ A×A

•

/ A . The domain of this map will then be m-complete, for if we are

/A
O
m

h×A

h

X

/ A×A
O

h1,ai

/ X ×A

eπX

/X

where h is an index for meπX . Since h is total and the bottom composite is e, this shows that e is a pullback of the domain of
the top composite.
One can strengthen this to 1-completeness by first modifying the Turing morphism as to ensure that indices are monic.
We return to the problem of relating different Turing morphisms. Suppose we have two Turing objects A, B, with specified
Turing morphisms •A = τA,A and •B = σB,B . Choose a retraction (m, r ) : A C B. First, consider the diagram

/B
O

•B

B ×O B

m

h×B

A×A

m×m

/ B×B

r ×r

/ A×A

•A

/A

This gives an equation

•B (hm × m) = m•A
relating the two Turing morphisms. Written in the more palatable internal language of the category (using infix notation for
the applications), this reads
hm(x) •B y = m(x •A y).
Thus, m preserves the application modulo the ‘‘twist’’ h.
Remark. In recursion theory, one considers two acceptable systems of indices (enumerations) φ0 , φ1 , . . . and ψ0 , ψ1 , . . . ,
or the partial recursive functions, giving rise to Kleene applications •φ and •ψ , respectively. Then one asks how these are
related. One answer is that there is a total recursive function h for which
h(x) •ψ y = x •φ y.
(The embedding m which figures in our equation is the identity here.) In addition, one can show that h may be taken to be
an isomorphism. It is the latter aspect which is specific to classical recursion theory and does not generalize to our setting.
Also, it has been shown that there also must exist a total recursive g such that g (x) • g (y) = g (x • y) (see [36]); again, this
exploits specific properties of the natural numbers and does not generalize.

3 A more familiar categorical formulation of an m-complete predicate would be: e is m-complete if and only if it is a weak generic object in the appropriate
subobject fibration (over the category of total maps).
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(2)

We can reformulate the relation between •A and •B using the iterated application •B . Indeed, consider
(2)

•B

B × BO × B

/B
O
m

u×B×B

A×A

m×m

/ B×B

r ×r

/ A×A

•A

/A

where u : 1 −
→ B is now a code. Written in the internal language again, this means that

(u •B m(x)) •B m(y) = m(x •A y).
We may summarize this in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.10. If (A, •A ) and (B, •B ) are both Turing objects, then there are codes u : 1 −
→ A and v : 1 −
→ B, and morphisms m : A
−
→ B and n : B −
→ A such that the following diagrams commute:
A×A
hu,m,mi

•A

B×B
m



B×B×B

/A


•B

/B

hv,n,ni

•B

n



A×A×A

/B


•A

/A

In Section 5 we will see that the maps m and n are (strict) simulations between (A, •A ) to (B, •B ) and, moreover, explain
the sense in which this pair of simulations constitute an equivalence between A and B. Thus, we may recast the above by
saying that any two of Turing morphisms in a Turing category are necessarily equivalent. In Section 5 we will make all of
this more precise, strengthen this result and use it to formulate a criterion for when a given morphism is in fact a Turing
morphism.
3.5. Elementary constructions
In this section we collect a few basic constructions which enable us to form new Turing categories from old. Since most
of the constructions are well-known, we only provide the general idea, leaving routine verifications to the reader.
Splitting idempotents. The process of formally splitting a given class of idempotents is not only a way to make certain
domains into actual subobjects, but will also turn out to play an important role in the structural results about Turing
categories. Let C be a Turing category and let E be a class of idempotents in C. The idempotents in E need not be restriction
idempotents, but it is crucial that all identities are present. Then KE (C), the category obtained from C by formally splitting
all idempotents in the given class E, is again a Turing category.
We sketch the proof; see Section 2 for the notation concerning the category KE (C). One wants to show that if A was a
Turing object with application • : A × A −
→ A, then the image • under the inclusion of C into KE (C) is a Turing object in the
latter category. Now a morphism f : (X , e) × (A, 1) −
→ (A, 1) is in particular a map f : X × A −
→ A in C and so has an index
f˜ : X −
→ A. But then f˜ e : (X , e) −
→ (A, 1) is an index for f : (X , e) × (A, 1) −
→ (A, 1).
To see that every object of KE (C) is a retract of (A, 1), simply note that every object (X , e) is a retract of (X , 1); as object
of C, X is a retract of A, and this remains to be the case in KE (C).
Congruences and quotients. A cartesian congruence on a cartesian restriction category is a congruence ∼ on C such that
the quotient category C/ ∼ is again cartesian and the canonical functor C −
→ C/ ∼ preserves the cartesian structure.
Explicitly, that means that the congruence should not only respect composition, but also the restriction and pairing, that is
f ∼ g ⇒ f ∼ g, and f ∼ g , h ∼ k ⇒ hf , hi ∼ hg , ki.
Now suppose that C happens to be a Turing category. Then it is readily verified that C/ ∼ is again a Turing category, and
the quotient functor preserves Turing structures.
There are two types of congruences which are of special interest to us: the first arises from considering a filter in the
lattice of domains in the terminal object. Whenever F ⊆ O (1) is such a filter (meaning: it is upwards closed and closed
under binary meets) then we may define a congruence on the category by declaring two maps f , g : C −
→ D to be congruent
whenever there is an element u : 1 −
→ 1 in the filter F such that f × u = g × u : C × 1 −
→ D × 1. The resulting quotient
category will be denoted C/F .
Lemma 3.11. Let C be a Turing category and let F be a filter in O (1). Then C/F is a Turing category. If C has a zero and F is a
maximal filter then C/F is a two-valued Turing category.
This result may be used to collapse a Turing category which has ‘‘too many subterminal domains’’ so as to obtain a Turing
category which has at most 2 subterminals.
Not unrelated is the congruence on C which is defined by declaring parallel arrows f , g : C −
→ D to be equivalent
provided they have the same composites with all morphisms 1 −
→ C . The resulting quotient category is now generated by
the terminal object: distinct morphisms can always be distinguished by evaluating at a (possibly partial) point.
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We can be less subtle and, instead of all points 1 −
→ C , consider only those which are total. This will result in a more
drastic collapse of the category onto a well-pointed category. Because of the fact that well-pointed categories are faithful
over the category Par (they are concrete), this construction amounts to factorizing the global sections functor Γ : C −
→ Par
as C −
→ C/w p −
→ Par, where the latter half is faithful.
The above examples of congruences arose from general categorical considerations, but there are also many examples
specific to computability. In Section 3.2 we discussed the classifying category of partial combinatory logic; congruences on
this category correspond to extensions of combinatory logic. For example, we may add a certain new axiom t1 = t2 to CL, and
this will induce an equivalence relation on the terms, refining the existing relation of provable equality. Since the classifying
category has equivalence classes of terms as its morphisms, this will now form a congruence. The quotient category is then
a classifying category for the strengthened theory.
Factorization. We are often interested not just in Turing categories per se, but in Turing categories over a fixed base category.
The idea behind that is, that the base category represents our current universe of mathematics, while a Turing category over
such a universe represents a notion of computation which has been extracted (this idea will be made more concrete in
Section 4). The situation where a Turing category has a faithful functor down into the base category is especially important;
hence, the following result is often useful.
Lemma 3.12. Let a Turing category C be given, together with a cartesian functor F : C −
→ D. Factor F as a composite

/ D where C0 is the quotient category obtained by identifying maps which have the same image under F .
/ C0
C
Then C0 is again a Turing category.
F0

F1

Proof. This follows from the result on congruences. 
We will often use this in the following form (‘‘Change of base’’): given a cartesian faithful functor F from a Turing category
C into the base D, and a cartesian functor H : D −
→ D0 , one may factor the composite HF in the above manner; then the image
of HF is a Turing category over D0 .
3.6. Remarks
As explained in the introduction, Turing categories directly generalize the categories studied by Longo and Moggi in [31].
While they focus on total structures (and only briefly mention the possibility of developing the partial case) we have taken
the partial morphisms as the basis of the approach, obtaining their categories as a special case. Also, it will be seen in the
following sections that we often wish to regard Turing categories as living over a certain base category, or Turing categories
which are not concrete, while Longo and Moggi seemed to consider only concrete categories (corresponding to combinatory
algebras in Set). We wish to stress that this extra generality is actually important for a full understanding of the matters; for
example, the generic Turing category (Example 3.2.5) is not concrete over Set. One may summarize the difference between
Longo and Moggi’s categories and Turing categories by saying that the former are Turing categories which (1) are concrete,
(2) are total and (3) correspond (in the way explained in the next section) to absolute notions of computation, as opposed
to relative notions.
We also mentioned in the introduction that the recursion categories by Di Paola and Heller [38] differ from Turing
categories in that they have zero morphisms (forcing non-trivial partiality) and must have all objects isomorphic. We have
dropped both requirements as they seem inessential to the first stages of the development and exclude quite a few examples.
In conclusion, a recursion category is (up to Morita-equivalence) a Turing category without a terminal object, with zero
morphisms and with the special property that it has surjective pairing.
We have chosen not to adopt the name ‘‘recursion category’’ because of the technical differences, and to stress the fact
that Turing categories are good for more than only recursion. A case could be made for the terminology in [31], where
universal application maps are called Kleene-universal maps. However, we decided to name all the strict concepts after
Turing, while naming the relaxed versions (which, after all, are the ones used in realizability) after Kleene.
Birkedal’s ‘‘weakly closed partial cartesian categories with universal object" are essentially the same as Turing categories,
although the underlying framework is that of p-categories. As stated earlier, Birkedal proves that such structure is sufficiently
rich to build a tripos and hence a topos. Our results in the next sections will imply that this is always a relative realizability
topos.
Partial combinatory logic (PCL), which was briefly mentioned as an example (3.2.5) is an instance of a partial equational
theory; such theories are based on the term logic for cartesian restriction categories. Logics of this kind have been studied
in various guises and levels of generality (see [32,37,12,45], just to name a few). One may consider models of PCL in any
cartesian restriction category, and a model will be a Partial Combinatory Algebra (PCA), to be discussed in the next section.
The classifying category of PCL seems to have escaped attention so far, even though it has various interesting structural
properties. These will be reported on in future work.
4. Partial combinatory algebras
From the few examples in the previous section, as well as the recognition theorem, we saw that Turing categories are, in
a certain sense, generated from a single object which comes equipped with a binary application map. In this section we first
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introduce partial combinatory algebras (Section 4.1) and the way in which they generate Turing categories. Indeed, every
Turing object is an internal PCA in the ambient Turing category. It turns out that in order to obtain all Turing categories, one
needs a form of relative computability (Section 4.3). This sets up a correspondence between Turing categories over a fixed
base category and pairs of PCAs in the base category.
4.1. Applicative systems and combinatory completeness
Throughout this section, we will work in an arbitrary cartesian restriction category C.
Definition 4.1 (Applicative System). An applicative system A = (A, •) in C consists of an object A together with a morphism
A×A

•

/ A , called application.

There are no axioms to be satisfied, and therefore this notion is rather wide. In order to select a class of interesting
applicative systems, we focus on the morphisms which can be ‘‘computed’’ by an applicative system. Before we can define
what we mean by this, we recall from 3.4 the family of iterated application morphisms •n : A × An −
→ A, derived from •,
including the special case for n = 0, where •(0) is the composite •∆.
We now define:
Definition 4.2 (Computable Morphism, Absolute Version). Let A = (A, •) be an applicative system.
(i) For n ≥ 0, a morphism f : An −
→ A is said to be A-computable (or computable whenever A is clear from the context)
when there exists a total point p : 1 −
→ A such that

</ A
yy
y
yy
yy
yy f

A ×O An
p×1

An

•

is commutative. (We suppress the isomorphism An ∼
= 1 × An ). Moreover, if n > 1, it is required that the morphism
1 × An−1

p×1

/ A × An−1

•n−1

/A

is total.
In this situation, we call p a code for the morphism f .
(ii) More generally, a morphism An −
→ Am is computable when all components are; finally, we say that a morphism An
−
→ 1 is computable if its domain is (as a map An −
→ An ).
The second clause in the definition which requires a to be total in its first n − 1 arguments can be justified in a few different
ways; see the remarks at the end of the section.
Remark. One can, in the definition of a computable morphism, replace the condition that the relevant diagram is
commutative on the nose, by the relaxed condition that it commutes up to inequality (i.e. that f ≤ •(p × 1)). This is typically
referred to as the realizability of a morphism f . Thus, computability is a stricter notion which requires the domain of f to be
captured by the code p.
In order to single out interesting applicative structures we may ask for certain useful morphisms to be computable. For
example, we may want the identity morphism on A, or more generally the projection morphisms to be computable; one
could additionally ask that the computable maps are closed under composition. Ultimately, one wants to extract a category
from C, where the objects are the finite powers of A and the morphisms are the computable maps. This category, which will
be denoted by Comp(A), should be constructed as follows:
Objects: Formal finite powers of A. We may identify these with the natural numbers 0, 1, . . . .
Morphisms: A morphism n −
→ m is an A-computable morphism An −
→ Am in the base category C.
One could directly impose the requirement on A that this forms a category; however, we will take the more common
approach of discussing combinatory completeness first and then showing that these two things are equivalent.
From A = (A, •), we can build a subcategory of C, called the A-polynomial category, or simply the polynomial category;
this is defined to be the smallest cartesian restriction subcategory of C on the objects 1, A, A2 , . . . which contains all total
points of A as well as the application map. Morphisms in this subcategory are called A-polynomial morphisms; think of such
a morphism f : An −
→ A as a polynomial in n variables with coefficients in A.) The key definition is now:
Definition 4.3 (Combinatory Completeness). An applicative system is combinatory complete when every polynomial
morphism is computable.
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It is a classic result that combinatory completeness already follows from two instances (see, for example, [4]). Define the
map k0 to be the first projection π0 : A × A −
→ A, and define the map s0 to be the composite
A×A×A

hπ13 ,π23 i

/ (A × A) × (A × A)

•×•

/ A×A

•

/ A.

Theorem 4.4. For an applicative system A = (A, •), the following are equivalent:
(i) A is combinatory complete
(ii) the polynomial morphisms k0 , s0 are A-computable.
The codes for k0 , s0 are usually denoted by k and s, respectively. It is important to note that such combinators (as they
are usually called) are by no means unique.
We now define a Partial Combinatory Algebra (PCA for short) to be a combinatory complete applicative system. Often, a
PCA is taken to be an applicative system together with chosen combinators k and s; in this work, we shall in avoid making
these choices as the constructions and morphisms we shall be considering will not rely on having such choice. However, for
some further discussion, see Section 4.4.
Before we turn to examples of PCAs, we give the promised result (proved in the total case by Longo and Moggi) that
combinatory completeness is precisely what is needed to guarantee the computable maps do form a category.
Theorem 4.5 (Categorical Characterization of Completeness). For an applicative system A = (A, •) in a category C, the
following are equivalent:
(i) A is combinatory complete
(ii) The A-computable morphisms form a cartesian restriction category over C.
Proof. We sketch the proof, which is a straightforward extension of the total case proved in [31].
Assume first that A is combinatory complete. By definition, this means that every polynomial map is computable. In
particular, the application map is computable, as is every total element. Now if f : An −
→ A is computable, we may express
f as a polynomial, since it has a code a such that f = •(n) (a × 1), expresses f as a composite of polynomials. Thus the
polynomial maps and the computable maps coincide, and hence the computable maps form a cartesian restriction category.
For the converse, assume that computable maps form a category; we first note that this implies that the identity map A
−
→ A has a code, say i. Then i is also a code for the application map, and hence the application map is computable. Now the
maps k0 , s0 defined above are built from the application and the cartesian structure, so are in the category of computable
maps. By the previous theorem this implies combinatory completeness. 
In this proof, one aspect has been hidden: given a morphism f , how do we see that f is again computable? Consider the
diagram

/
v: A
vv
v
vv
vv π
vv 0

A × AO × A
k×A×A

A

h1,f i

•

/ A×A

By definition of k, the triangle commutes; the composite π0 h1, f i equals the domain f . Since all maps are computable, so
is f .
Of course, what is happening here is that in the presence of partial products, the restriction structure is definable in terms
of the products, namely as f = π0 1, f
We pause for a moment to contemplate what the elements of a PCA are. We defined an element p : 1 −
→ A to be
computable if it has a •(0) -index; an equivalent formulation would be: an element p : 1 −
→ A is computable if the composite
!

p

A−
→ 1 −→ A is computable. The first formulation has the advantage that it explains the relation between the collection of
total and of partial elements of a PCA. We state this in a lemma:
Lemma 4.6. Let A = (A, •) be a PCA in C. Then every partial element p : 1 −
→ A factors through •(0) via a total element.
Proof. Of course, the desired total element is simply a •(0) -index for p.



In set-theoretic notation, this means that every partial element p may be written p = u • u, for some total u.
The main point is, that this reveals more of the role of the family •(n) and why •(0) fits into it: each member is universal
in Comp(A), and hence every morphism An −
→ A can be obtained by substituting a total element in the leftmost argument
of •(n) . Thus the family provides (weak) normal forms for maps in the category.
So far, we have shown that a PCA A = (A, •) in C gives a faithful category over C on the computable maps. Given the
preceding discussion of combinatory completeness, it should not come as a surprise that Comp(A) is in fact a Turing category
with Turing morphism •, regarded as a morphism 2 −
→ 1. The only thing left to verify is that every object n is a retract of 1.
We show this for 2, and the others will follow. The point is that combinatory completeness entails that one can construct a
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computable pairing map p : A × A −
→ A, together with computable unpairings p0 , p1 : A −
→ A (see, e.g. [27]). Then A × A is
a retract of A in C via the pair of computable maps p and hp0 , p1 i). Thus we have shown:
Theorem 4.7. For any PCA A = (A, •) in C, the category Comp(A, C) is a Turing category.
Although it is probably clear from the construction, it is important to remark that the Turing category Comp(A, C) is
faithful over C, via the functor n 7→ An . As stated earlier, the world of ‘‘Turing categories over a fixed base category’’ is
particularly important for us; thus, we have found a way of generating such Turing categories, namely by considering PCAs
in the base category.
Remark. One can of course consider the category Real(A) of realizable maps (those maps f for which there exists a realizer p
such that h ≤ •(p × 1). Everything above generalizes immediately, and we find that every PCA gives rise to a Kleene category
(as discussed in Example 3.2.6). Moreover, Real(A) is obtained from Comp(A) by formally adding all domains from C.
We end this section with an elementary observation which allows us to transport PCAs along cartesian functors. If
A = (A, •) is an applicative system in C and F : C −
→ D is a cartesian restriction functor, then F A = (FA, F •) is an
applicative system in D. Moreover, if we can make a choice for k, s in A, then F k, F s will turn F A into a PCA. Thus we
may say that cartesian restriction functors preserve PCAs as long as in the external world we are able to make a choice of
combinators.
4.2. Examples of PCAs
Given the connection between Turing categories and PCAs, it is now clear that each example of a Turing object in a Turing
category is an example of a PCA (in that Turing category). Nevertheless, we give some more to complete the picture.
Kleene’s first model. The prime example of a PCA is Kleene’s model K1 ; its underlying set is N, and application is Kleeneapplication as defined in the previous section. Combinators k and s are found using the Parameter Theorem (see [6]) for a
precise account). Of course, Comp(K1 ) is the classical recursion category (first example in the previous section).
Oracles. One may generalize this example by considering computability relative to an oracle A; the resulting model is
denoted KA1 . It has the same underlying set N, but application is given by n •A m = φn,A (m), where φ0,A , φ1,A , . . . is a suitable
enumeration of the class of unary partial functions which are computable with help of the oracle A.
Basic recursive function theory. Generalizing the situation even further, there is the notion of a so-called Basic Recursive
Function Theory, BRFT for short (see [49,51]). Essentially, a BRFT consists of an infinite set B, a collection of partial functions
F on B, and, for each n, an enumeration function Φ (n) , which plays the role of the universal function of n variables. It is
required that F contains the identity, constant functions and the parametrization functions, as well as decision functions
d(x, y, u, v), which are supposed to satisfy
d(x, y, u, v) =



u

v

if x = y
otherwise.

Now we can use the enumeration function Φ (1) to define an application on B, and use the parametrization functions to
define the combinators k, s. Thus, each BRFT can be made into a PCA. It can be shown that if the underlying set of a BRFT is
the natural numbers, then the class F must contain all partial recursive functions. Thus, this example does generalize some
important aspects of elementary recursion theory over N; indeed it has been shown that most basic aspects of recursion
theory can be proved in this setting.
Effective applicative structures. When, in the definition of a BRFT, one omits the requirements that the decision functions
be present, one arrives at what Asperti and Longo [2] call an effective applicative structure. It is easily seen that this notion
coincides with that of a combinatory complete applicative structure which is non-trivial (because we insist on the underlying
set being infinite). Note that the requirement that the identity function and the constant functions be present is already
ensured by combinatory completeness. Thus, after a series of generalizations from the recursive structure on the natural
numbers, we have come back to PCAs (in the category of sets, that is).
Syntactical models. Combinatory logic (CL) is an equational theory whose models are total combinatory algebras (i.e.
applicative systems whose application map is total) which come equipped with a specific choice of combinators k, s. Both
the open and closed term models of CL are therefore examples of (total) PCAs. It is well-known that CL admits a rewriting
presentation; therefore it makes sense to look at strongly normalizing terms. The set of strongly normalizing terms modulo
provable equality is a PCA; for details, see [6].
Partial combinatory logic (PCL) is a partial equational theory whose models are PCAs (in which one has chosen
combinators). As indicated in Example 3.2.5, it gives rise to a classifying category CPCL containing a generic model; if we are
given a PCA in an arbitrary cartesian restriction category C then there is an essentially unique cartesian restriction functor
which sends the generic PCA to the given model. In particular, we can apply the global sections functor to the generic PCA,
and the result is (up to isomorphism) the PCA of strongly normalizing CL-terms.
Models of lambda calculus. Any model of the (partial) lambda calculus is a PCA; in particular, a reflexive object in a (partial)
cartesian closed category is a PCA.
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4.3. Idempotent splittings and relative computability
We have just seen that every PCA in C gives rise to a Turing category over C. Obviously, we would like to know whether
every Turing category over C arises in this manner. There are two aspects to the answer to this question; one has to do with
splitting of idempotents, and the second with relative computability. We will discuss idempotent splittings first.
We have taken the objects of Comp(A) to be the formal finite powers of A. Clearly, there are more Turing categories which
are ‘‘generated’’ by A, since we could formally split a class of idempotents in Comp(A) as to obtain a bigger Turing category
with essentially the same Turing structure. The following lemma tells us that any Turing category is, up to idempotent
splitting, equivalent to the category of computable maps (for any choice of Turing object).
Lemma 4.8. Let D be a Turing category with Turing object A = (A, •). Then the categories Comp(A, D) and D are Moritaequivalent.
Proof. In D, we may, for each n, choose an embedding-retraction pair (mn , rn ) : An G A; the composite mn rn is an idempotent
on A, and when we split these idempotents we obtain a Turing category D0 , which has the property that Comp(A) embeds
faithfully into it. Now because all the objects of D0 are retracts of A, they correspond to computable idempotents on A, i.e.
are idempotents in Comp(A). Thus, if we split these idempotents, the resulting category will be equivalent to D0 . 
This highlights the role of categories of the form Comp(A): they serve as a minimal environment in which PCAs and their
computable maps live; other Turing categories are supposed to be viewed as (non-essential) inflations of such minimal
categories.
We may summarize the discussion so far in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.9 (Structure Theorem for Turing Categories). (i) When A = (A, •) is a PCA in D, then Comp(A) is a Turing
category with Turing object (A, •).
(ii) If D is a Turing category and (A, •) is a Turing object, then A = (A, •) is a PCA in D and D ' KE (Comp(A, D)) for some
class E of idempotents.
In particular, given two different choices A, B of Turing objects, we may get different categories Comp(A, D), Comp(B, D),
but these are Morita-equivalent.
We now return to classifying Turing categories over a fixed base category C. Suppose we are given a Turing category D
together with a faithful functor F : D −
→ C. Is there a PCA which generates D? The obvious candidate is the (any) Turing object
in D. Let us choose one such PCA A = (A, •). Since any cartesian functor sends PCAs to PCAs, we find that F (A) = (FA, F •) is
a PCA in C. We would hope that F (A) generates D, but there is one problem: the PCA F (A) may have total elements 1 −
→ FA
which are not in the image of F . That would imply that F (A)-computable maps are not just the images of A-computable
maps under F , and hence that the category Comp(F (A), C) would be too large.
The remedy is to refine the construction of Comp(F (A), C) by taking into account which total elements are considered
to be computable. This is done in the following definition (where Γ is the global sections functor).
Definition 4.10 (Computable Morphism, Relative Case). Let A = (A, •) be an applicative system in C and let V be a subset of
Γ (A).
(i) A morphism is called (A, V )-computable when it has a code a ∈ V .
(ii) The (A, V )-polynomial subcategory is the smallest cartesian subcategory on the powers of A containing all points in V ,
containing the application.
(iii) The pair (A, V ) is combinatory complete when every (A, V )-polynomial map is (A, V )-computable.
The results in the previous section generalize. In particular, (A, V ) is combinatory complete if and only if the (A, V )computable maps form a cartesian restriction category which is faithful over C. We can also characterize combinatory
completeness in terms of a closure property on (A, V ); to this end, we exploit the fact that the global sections functor
Γ sends PCAs to PCAs in Par (being a cartesian restriction functor).
Theorem 4.11. For an applicative system A = (A, •) in C and a collection of total points V of A, the following are equivalent:
(i) (A, V ) is combinatory complete;
(ii) the (A, V )-computable maps form a cartesian restriction category over C;
(iii) A is a PCA, and V ⊆ Γ (A) is a sub-PCA of Γ (A).
Here, by a sub-PCA we mean that the application on Γ (A) restricts to an application on V (i.e. that the latter is closed
under the application) and that V contains a basis for the combinatory completeness of Γ (A). Thus in particular, V is itself
a PCA.
We shall call a combinatory complete pair (A, V ) a relative PCA. The adjective ‘‘relative’’ is supposed to remind the reader
of relative realizability, not of oracle (relative) computability. Indeed, if we were to replace computable maps by realizable
maps, we would arrive exactly at relative realizability.
The category of (A, V )-computable morphisms shall be denoted Comp(A, V ).
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Examples. Here are a few examples of relative PCAs. First, given any PCA A there are two evident choices one can make
for V , one can take all total points (in which case we are back in the absolute case) or one can take a ‘‘smallest’’ set, by
considering the sub-PCA generated by (a choice of) k, s. (This is sometimes called the kernel.)
Next, in many situations a given model will have an ‘‘effective submodel’’. This occurs often in the context of domains:
take for example the Graph model P ω, and recall that every element U ⊆ ω codes a continuous function P ω −
→ P ω.
Among the continuous functions, there are those which are effective, i.e. whose modulus of continuity is, after coding, an r.e.
subset. It turns out (see [27]), that the r.e. subsets of P ω form a sub-PCA of the Graph model.
Finally, one may consider an extension T of combinatory logic, or of the lambda calculus; this always gives rise to a pair
of syntactic combinatory algebras, namely the closed term model of T and the open term model of T ; such a pair is a relative
PCA.
The additional parameter V is exactly what is needed to recover an arbitrary Turing category (up to Morita-equivalence)
from a PCA. This is the content of the following theorem, which generalizes Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 4.12 (Structure Theorem for Turing Categories Over a Base). Let C be a cartesian restriction category.
(i) If (A, V ) is a relative PCA in C, then Comp(A, V ) is a Turing category which is faithful over C;
(ii) If D is a Turing category with a faithful functor F : D −
→ C, then for any Turing object A = (A, •) of D, the pair (F (A), V ),
where V = {Fa : 1 −
→ FA|a ∈ Tot(D(1, A))}, is a relative PCA in C. Moreover, there is a class E of idempotents such that
the categories D and KE (Comp(F (A), V )) are equivalent.
Proof. Analogous to the absolute case. 
4.4. Remarks
In the literature on combinatory logic one defines a PCA to be an applicative system together with chosen combinators
k, s. This is exactly a model of partial combinatory logic (PCL) as defined in Example 3.2.6. Indeed, in this context one studies
models of combinatory logic as algebraic variety, and the kind of constructions and properties of PCAs one is interested in
depend essentially on the choice of combinators.
However, we use PCAs for different purposes; our constructions and morphisms do not depend in any way of those
choices, and it is only the property of combinatory completeness that matters. For us it is still useful to know that PCAs
admit a presentation as models of PCL, but according to our definition (which is the one commonly found in the literature
on realizability), PCAs are actually not algebraic, as they must satisfy a non-algebraic property!
There is one limitation to our definition: we have, in demanding that codes for computable morphisms be total elements,
implicitly required that our PCAs have total support. Thus, in order to handle PCAs which do not have total support, we
would have to slice by the support (an idempotent on the terminal object) and then work in that slice. Alternatively, it is
possible to reformulate the theory while working, instead of with total elements, with grounded elements, which are of equal
support as the PCA. We have nevertheless opted to present the theory in this simpler, less general, form, mainly because of
simplicity of the exposition and because the general version can easily be deduced when the necessity would ever arise.
Relative realizability originated, on a syntactical level, in the work of Kreisel; the idea of treating this using pairs of PCAs
seems to have originated in the Carnegie Mellon School [3] and was further developed by Birkedal in [7] and in Birkedal
and van Oosten [8]. In [19], it was recognized that it was the extra generality of having a relative PCA (there called a filter
of designated truth-values) which allows for describing realizability toposes purely in terms of this combinatorial data. The
example of a model together with its effective submodel is especially important for computation at higher types; see [28]
for examples and discussion. Finally, it is worth noting that a similar concept was already employed in Moschovakis’ work
on abstract computability [33].
The padding construction from Section 3.4 has another interesting implication. In [6], it is shown that under certain
conditions, a PCA (in Par) can be embedded into a total PCA. The relevant condition (called uniqueness of head normal forms)
is that the elements k, kx, sy, suv are all distinct, and that sxy = suv implies x = u, y = v . Now if we start with a PCA
(A, •) (again, in Par), then we can apply the padding construction and obtain a new PCA (A, •0 ) (and these two PCAs are
isomorphic in the sense to be discussed in the next Section). Now in the PCA (A, •0 ) one can always choose combinators k
and s such that one has unique head normal forms. (This can be done thanks to the freedom one has in choosing the second
‘‘free’’ coordinate of codes.)
The requirement in the definition of computable map that the code is total in the first n − 1 arguments of course neatly
agrees with the requirement that indices in Turing categories are total, but one may ask for some independent reason why
such a condition should be imposed. In the case of a cartesian closed partial map category, exponential transposes are always
total maps. Thus, one can use the process of Currying n − 1 times and obtain a total map.
In addition, John Longley has shown that if one has a conditional PCA (which need not satisfy the requirement that sxy
is total, but does satisfy sx total, one can modify the application and obtain an equivalent PCA (in the sense to be discussed
below).
Apart from the aspects mentioned earlier, there is another regard in which our presentation here differs from that in Longo
and Moggi [31]: they prove that the category Comp(A) contains an object whose global sections form a combinatory algebra
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isomorphic to A, while we observe directly that this object is in fact an internal PCA in Comp(A). Since global sections is a
cartesian functor, it preserves (well-supported) PCAs, so our observation implies the result in [31].
The possibility of regarding PCAs in categories different from the category of Sets has, in our opinion, not been sufficiently
exploited. In the present context, we have seen already that this extra generality gives rise to cleaner formulations; also, there
are various natural questions, such as what are the PCAs in a given Turing category, and what are the relations between
them. Moreover, the generic model is another important example of a PCA in a non-concrete category. Finally, especially
in the literature on models of the lambda calculus many authors, when presented with a reflexive object, seem to insist on
immediately applying global sections, as if the reflexive object isn’t the real model at hand, but merely a means of getting
hold of a model of the lambda calculus in Sets. But global sections is not cartesian closed (and hence it is, from a general
categorical point of view, rather odd to apply with great expectations to a reflexive object) and, moreover, it need not be
faithful. So unless we’re desperate to study the image of the reflexive object qua PCA in Sets, why would we be merely looking
at this Platonic shadow?
5. Equivalences and further results
In the last section we obtained a correspondence between (relative) PCAs in a fixed base category on the one hand, and
Turing categories with faithful functors into the base (up to Morita-equivalence) on the other hand. Naturally, one would
like to know if and how the passage from PCAs to Turing categories is functorial, and whether the above correspondence
could be expressed as an equivalence of categories.
These questions can all be answered in a quite satisfactory way, which involves defining suitable notions of morphisms
for PCAs and transformations between those (such that we obtain a 2-category of PCAs) and defining suitable notions of
morphisms of Turing categories and their transformations (giving a 2-category of Turing categories over the base); then one
can show that the assignment (A, V ) 7→ Comp(A, V ) is a 2-functor which induces the desired 2-equivalence.
In this paper we will not prove these results, which will appear as [11], since they involve more machinery than is
appropriate here. Rather, we will discuss morphisms of relative PCAs and use those to obtain various results, such as the
characterization of PCAs in a Turing category. We will also prove that Turing categories are a suitable invariant for PCAs, in
the sense that two PCAs are equivalent if and only if their corresponding Turing categories are Morita-equivalent over the
base category.
We start (Section 5.1) by explaining what simulations of PCAs are, and by organizing (relative) PCAs in a 2-category. This
is mainly a review, although the generalization to the relative case has, so far, only been addressed in [19].
5.1. Simulations
In this section we review the basic theory of simulations of PCAs and relative PCAs. We will also define transformations
of simulations, and the upshot will be that we obtain a 2-category of PCAs, simulations and transformations. For clarity, we
first deal with the absolute case.
Definition 5.1 (Simulation of PCAs, Absolute Version). Let A = (A, •A ), B = (B, •B ) be PCAs and let φ : A −
→ B be a morphism
on the underlying objects.
(i) Given an A-computable morphism f : An −
→ A, we say that f is φ -computable if there exists a B-computable morphism
h : Bn −
→ B such that the following diagram commutes:
An
φn

f



Bn

/A


h

φ

/B

In the above diagram, we say that h (strictly) simulates f .
(ii) The map φ : A −
→ B is a (strict) simulation when every A-computable f is φ -computable.
A few remarks are in order. First, as said above, this definition is really one which applies to applicative systems, since
it does not mention combinatory completeness at all. In some situations it is indeed desirable to consider simulations from
an arbitrary applicative system to a PCA, but in this paper we will not need that.
Second, we note that the assignment f 7→ h is not functorial in any way. In certain cases it may be possible to make a
choice of simulating morphisms which turns this into a functor of some kind, but in general there is a variety of reasons
which prevent this.
Third, if one replaces the commutativity of the above diagram by an inequality f ◦ φ ≤ φ n ◦ h, one says that f is φ realizable; if every computable map can be φ -realized one speaks of a lax simulation. Note that a lax simulation will not be
able to ‘‘detect’’ domains; as a consequence, one can have a lax simulation from a partial to a total structure, while this is
generally not possible for a strict simulation.
The definition given above can be normalized by exploiting the specific structure of PCAs.
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Lemma 5.2. For PCAs A = (A, •A ), B = (B, •B ) and a morphism φ : A −
→ B the following are equivalent:
(i) φ is a simulation;
(ii) there exists a code u : 1 −
→ B with the property that

u×φ×φ

/A

•

A2





B3

φ

/B

•

commutes;
(iii) there exists a B-computable w : B −
→ B such that
•

A2
wφ×φ



/A


B2

•

φ

/B

commutes.
The proof is left as an easy exercise.
It is the second condition which is normally found in texts on realizability; in the internal language, it reads u • φ(x) •
φ(y) = φ(x • y). In this form (actually, a relational version of this form), the concept is due to Longley [27], who coined
them ‘‘applicative morphisms’’. Adventurous as that may sound, we have shifted terminology to ‘‘simulations’’ in order to
stress our intuition from the main examples as well as the fact that the concept applies to more types of structure than just
applicative systems.
We wish to emphasize that, while for PCAs the above Lemma tells us that the second formulation is adequate, this
formulation is not available in other contexts, as it relies on the application operation (as well as the combinatory
completeness). One can readily extend the first formulation to define simulations between any kinds of partial algebras,
since it only relies on a notion of polynomial. This was also used in [19] where it was used for structures weaker than PCAs,
and it will also be investigated in [11].
Examples. We briefly sketch a few examples here in order to give the reader some intuition for the concept.
(i) First, any constant morphism (factoring through a total element) is a simulation. Such a simulation will be considered
degenerate. Note that a constant morphism will never preserve the application (unless the codomain is trivial). Note
also that this is always a lax simulation if the domain is not a total PCA.
(ii) Next, one may take a PCA A, and use the combinatory completeness to define the Church numerals in A. In case A is
a PCA in Par, this gives a lax simulation of K1 into A. This simulation is in general not strict (for example, when A is
total).
(iii) If AA G A is a reflexive object, then the PCA structure on A depends on the choice of embedding-retraction pair. Two
different choices lead to different application maps; however, there will always be simulations between the two PCAs.
(iv) Any homomorphism of applicative structures (by which we mean an application preserving map) is a simulation. This
includes the homomorphisms of PCAs used in the model-theoretic context. Thus, any inclusion of PCAs (preserving a
chosen basis) is a simulation, as is any quotient map (in the sense of [5]).
(v) If SN denotes the PCA of strongly normalizing terms of combinatory logic, then there is a strict simulation SN −
→ K1 ;
this is essentially the same as saying that there is an effective Gödel-numbering of combinatory logic terms, and that
syntactic application and normalization can be performed effectively on the level of codes.
The following Lemma gives an (atypical) example of how a morphism of PCAs can arise. It will be of use in Section 5.2.
Lemma 5.3. Let F : C −
→ D be a cartesian restriction functor and A = (A, •) a PCA in C. Then F A = (FA, F •) is a PCA in D.
Moreover, if α : F −
→ G is a natural transformation between such functors, then there is an induced morphism of PCAs α : F A
−
→ F B.
Proof. The first part was already mentioned in Section 4.1: we only need to choose a basis for the combinatory completeness
of A; then F will send this to a basis for the completeness of F A.
For the second part, we consider the naturality of α at the application, which immediately gives
FA × FA
F•

α×α





FA

/ GA × GA

α

G•

/ GA

That is, α is a strict simulation from F A to GA.
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Of course, this is simply an instance of the general framework of the functorial semantics for (partial) equational theories.
Simulations for relative PCAs. In the previous section we encountered the need for replacing PCAs by PCAs together with
a chosen collection of total elements; a pair (A, V ) where V ⊆ Γ (A) is a sub-PCA of Γ (A) was called a relative PCA.
We will now extend the notion of simulation to relative PCAs, and then organize these in a 2-category.
Definition 5.4 (Simulation of PCAs, Relative Version). Let (A, V ), (B, W ) be relative PCAs and let φ : A −
→ B be a morphism
on the underlying objects.
(i) Given an (A, V )-computable morphism f : An −
→ A, we say that f is φ -computable if there exists a (B, W )-computable
morphism h : Bn −
→ B such that the following diagram commutes:

φn

/A

f

An





Bn

φ

/B

h

(ii) The map φ : A −
→ B is a (strict) simulation when every (A, V )-computable f is φ -computable and moreover, φ(v) ∈ W
for each v ∈ V .
Thus, the only new ingredients are that the simulating morphism h should not just be B-computable, but (B, W )computable (i.e. it must have a code in W ), and that φ preserves the designated global elements.
Again, one can normalize, and Lemma 5.2 generalizes immediately:
Lemma 5.5. For relative PCAs (A, V ), (B, W ) and a morphism φ : A −
→ B the following are equivalent:
(i) φ is a simulation;
(ii) there exists a code u : 1 −
→ B in W with the property that
•

A2
u×φ×φ



/A


B3

•

φ

/B

commutes;
(iii) there exists a (B, W )-computable w : B −
→ B such that
A2
wφ×φ

•



B2

/A


•

φ

/B

commutes.
It is easily verified that relative PCAs in a fixed category C and simulations form a category, denoted PCA = PCA(C).
(For the absolute case, proofs can be found in, e.g., [27,20]; the relative case is hardly different and can be found in [19].)
The category PCA is preorder-enriched. For two parallel simulations φ, ψ : (A, V ) −
→ (B, W ), we define φ ` ψ if and
only if there exists a code w ∈ W such that the following diagram commutes:

DD
DD ψ
DD
hw,φi
DD
D!

/B
B×B
A

•

In this case, we say that w transforms the simulation φ into the simulation ψ . Note that it doesn’t matter which w does
this, only that there exists one. In set-theoretic notation, the element w must satisfy w • φ(x) = ψ(x) (and in particular, w
must always be defined on elements of the form φ(x)).
This definition turns PCA into a 2-category; thus, it makes sense to speak of adjunctions, or equivalences between
(relative) PCAs. Equivalences are of particular importance to us; the following Lemma gives a criterion for two maps to
constitute an equivalence.
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Lemma 5.6. Whenever φ : A −
→ B, ψ : B −
→ A are two morphisms of PCAs, then the following are equivalent:
(i) φ, ψ constitute an equivalence of PCAs
(ii) the composite ψφ is A-computable and has an A-computable retraction, and the composite φψ is B-computable and has
a B-computable retraction.
Proof. The computability of the composite ψφ corresponds to the existence of a transformation 1A ` ψφ ; the existence of
a computable retraction to a transformation ψφ ` 1A . 
Examples. We shall conclude this section by giving a few examples of 2-categorical aspects of PCAs.
(i) First, recall that any constant map is in fact a simulation; any two such constant maps will be isomorphic.
(ii) More interestingly, we mentioned that any PCA A in Par can simulate K1 , Kleene’s first model (via a lax simulation, but
not necessarily via a strict one). A particular choice of numerals in A amounts to a particular (injective!) simulation
φ : K1 −
→ A. Given two such choices of numerals φ, ψ , one can show that these are always isomorphic.
(iii) One may ask about self-equivalences of a given PCA; intuitively, these correspond to ways in which the PCA can encode
itself. For example, one can show that a function φ : N −
→ N is the underlying function of a self-equivalence K1 −
→ K1
if, and only if, φ is a recursive injective function. One also observes that if a simulation K1 −
→ K1 is not injective, then
it must be constant. Thus there are exactly two isomorphism classes of simulations K1 −
→ K1 , namely the class of the
identity and the class of the constant maps.
(iv) As we noted in Section 3.3, any two Turing morphisms in a Turing category (regarded as PCAs) are equivalent. Thus the
construction in that Section of a new Turing morphism in fact shows that the property of having monic indices is not
stable under equivalence; the same goes for extensionality.
(v) An example of an equivalence of PCAs is obtained by considering Graph models; it is well-known that these are
completely determined once one chooses a total injective function p : Pf (A) × A −
→ A. When p, q are two such coding
maps, the corresponding Graph models G(p) and G(q) are related via a simulation (which is in fact an isomorphism).
Thus, while G(p) and G(q) are different qua lambda models they are isomorphic qua PCAs under simulation. See [27] for
details.
(vi) Equivalences via lax simulations are weaker than via strict simulations; for example, in [50] an example of an
equivalence between a total and a non-total PCA was given. This is impossible via strict simulations.
5.2. Equivalences
We now have a notion of equivalence of (relative) PCAs; intuitively, two PCAs are equivalent if they can be faithfully
encoded into each other. One would hope, that equivalent PCAs generate the same notion of computability. This will be
proved now, provided one takes ‘‘the same’’ to mean: Morita-equivalent. We will proceed by working in the absolute case
instead of with relative PCAs, in order to reduce clutter; the proofs in the relative case are virtually the same.
Now in Section 3.3, we already established the following: any Turing object is a PCA (once we choose a Turing morphism);
whenever we have two Turing objects A = (A, •) and B = (B, •), then there are simulations φ : A −
→ B and ψ : B −
→ A;
indeed, to obtain φ , one picks any embedding-retraction pair (φ, φ 0 ) : A G B and shows that it is a simulation, and similarly
for (ψ, ψ 0 ) : B G A. Each of the maps involved are both A-computable and B-computable, since both A, B are Turing objects
by assumption.
This proves the following coherence result for Turing morphisms:
Proposition 5.7. Any two Turing morphisms in a given Turing category are equivalent as PCAs.
We will now embark on the proof of the converse result, namely that equivalent PCAs generate equivalent Turing
categories.
First we should remark that the assignment A 7→ Comp(A) is by no means functorial, if one takes that to mean that
every simulation φ : A −
→ B would induce a functor Φ : Comp(A) −
→ Comp(B); the notion of simulation is too
incoherent for that. The morphisms between the computability categories which are induced by simulations will be called
categorical simulations; their theory will be studied in [11]. It will follow from that work that the 2-category of PCAs in
C with simulations and their transformations is in fact 2-equivalent to the 2-category of Turing categories over C with
categorical simulations and their transformations. So, an equivalence of PCAs will induce an equivalence of Turing categories,
via categorical simulations. As it happens, splitting of idempotents will allow us to ‘‘straighten out’’ this equivalence and
make it functorial. In this section, we will sketch a direct proof, which is based on the idea that, while not every simulation
of PCAs induces a functor, certain well-behaved simulations do. Equivalences may be taken to consist of such well-behaved
simulations, and then the result will follow.
Let us, for the rest of this section, say that a simulation φ : A −
→ B is faithful if it has a retraction φ 0 such that φφ 0
is B-computable. Faithful simulations compose, so we obtain a 2-category PCAf (C) of PCAs in C, faithful simulations and
transformations. We first note that this includes all the equivalences:
Lemma 5.8. If φ : A −
→ B, ψ : B −
→ A constitute an equivalence, then both φ and ψ are faithful.
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Proof. We show the result for φ . First note that there is an A-computable f such that f (ψφ(x)) = x for all x. Then let
the desired retraction be defined by φ 0 (b) = f ψ(b). Clearly φ 0 φ(x) = f ψφ(x) = x, so that φ 0 is indeed a retraction of φ .
Finally, φφ 0 is B-computable since φφ 0 (b) = φ f ψ(b) = hφψ(x) for some B-computable h (which can be found since φ is a
simulation). Since both h and φψ are B-computable, so is φφ 0 . 
The following technical result is the key to the main result:
Lemma 5.9. Let A, B be PCAs in C, and suppose that there is a faithful simulation φ : A −
→ B. Then there is an induced cartesian
restriction functor

K (Comp(A))

Θ

/ K (Comp(B)).

Proof. We will define Θ by specifying what it does on the subcategory Comp(A), since it then uniquely extends to the
idempotent splitting.
Pick a retraction φ 0 , and note that e = φφ 0 is a B-computable idempotent on B, so that (1, e) is an object of K (Comp(B)).
We now define

Θ (n) = (1, e)n .
Given a morphism f : n −
→ 1 in Comp(A), we form Θ (f ) = φ ◦ f ◦ (φ 0 )n . This is a morphism in K (Comp(B)) since φ is
a simulation and since φφ 0 is computable. Clearly, Θ is functorial, because φ 0 φ = 1. Moreover, Θ preserves products by
construction, so all that remains to be done is to check that it preserves restrictions.
Let us take a morphism f : A −
→ A, and compare Θ f and Θ (f ). The former is defined as φ f φ 0 φφ 0 , while the latter is φ f φ 0 .
Compute

φ f φ 0 φφ 0 =
=
=
=

φφ 0 φ f φ 0 φφ 0
φφ 0 φ f φ 0
φφ 0 f φ 0
φf φ0

where we have used totality of φ to remove it from the restriction. 
It is not difficult to show that the assignment described in the Lemma is in fact functorial. Moreover, if (φ, φ 0 ) and (ψ, ψ 0 )
are both faithful simulations A −
→ B for which φ ` ψ , then we have a B-computable l such that l ◦ φ = ψ . Thus it satisfies
ψψ 0 lφφ 0 = ψφ 0 , which then is B-computable. But that means that ψφ 0 constitutes a morphism (1, φφ 0 ) −
→ (1, ψψ 0 ) in
the category K (Comp(B)). This will be the component of the induced natural transformation at 1, and the same idea works
to define the components at other objects.
We can now derive the desired result:
Proposition 5.10. If two PCAs A and B are equivalent (as objects in the 2-category of PCAs, simulations and transformations over
a fixed base category C) then the corresponding Turing categories Comp(A) and Comp(B) are Morita-equivalent as categories.
Proof. Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8 together tell that we may take φ, ψ to be faithful; Lemma 5.9 then gives induced functors
Θ : K (Comp(A)) −
→ K (Comp(B)) and Σ : K (Comp(B)) −
→ K (Comp(A)); since this is 2-functorial the result is
immediate. 
This shows that the Turing category of a PCA is a good representation when we are interested in PCAs up to (strict)
equivalence.
Note that, when we assume that the base category C is split we have a diagram

K (Comp(A))

KK
KK
KK
KK
F
KK
%

Θ

C.

/ K (Comp(B))
s
ss
ss
s
ss G
y s
s

in which F and G are the obvious faithful functors, and which commutes up to a natural isomorphism F ∼
= Θ G. (This natural
isomorphism arises because in the base category C there may be different objects which split the idempotent corresponding
to φφ 0 .) We shall say that the equivalence Θ is an equivalence over C.
We have therefore shown that every equivalence of PCAs induces an equivalence over C of the relative splittings of the
Turing categories associated to the PCAs. The next question is obviously whether the equivalence of these categories is
sufficient to conclude that the PCAs must be equivalent. Again the answer will follow from more abstract considerations
presented in [11], and we will sketch a direct proof here. But before that, let us give an example in order to illustrate why it
is important to regard equivalences over the base category as opposed to equivalences per se.
Let C = Par × Par. Given any PCA A in Par, we can consider the PCAs (A, 1) and (1, A) in C. Now the associated categories
Comp(A, 1) and Comp(1, A) are not only equivalent, they are isomorphic (both are isomorphic to Comp(A)). But in C, the
PCAs (A, 1) and (1, A) are not equivalent! Therefore, it is imperative that we are explicit about the base category.
The converse to Proposition 5.10 now reads:
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Proposition 5.11. Suppose A, B are PCAs in a split base category C, inducing faithful functors F : K (Comp(A)) −
→ C and
G : K (Comp(B)) −
→ C. Then if Θ is an equivalence over C, the PCAs A and B are equivalent.
Proof. Suppose the equivalence over C is given by a pair of cartesian restriction functors Θ : K (Comp(A)) −
→ K (Comp(B))
and Σ : K (Comp(B)) −
→ K (Comp(A)), and suppose that α : F −
→ GΘ is a natural isomorphism. The Turing object A in
K (Comp(A)) (we really should write 1 for this object, but we will consider A both as a PCA in C and as a Turing object in
K (Comp(A))) is sent by Θ to a PCA A0 in K (Comp(B)), and then by G to a PCA A00 in C. By Lemma 5.3, there is an induced
isomorphism of PCAs α : A −
→ A00 . Since we are trying to prove that A and B are equivalent, we may just as well assume
00
that A = A since they are isomorphic.
Now in K (Comp(B)), the PCA A0 is a retract of the Turing object and hence is simulated by the Turing object. Applying
G to this simulation gives a simulation φ : A −
→ B in C. There is a retraction map φ 0 : B −
→ A, which already lives in
K (Comp(B)) and thus is B-computable.
Switching the roles of A and B, we find a faithful simulation ψ : B −
→ A, with retraction ψ 0 .
It remains to be proved that the composites ψφ : A −
→ A and φψ : B −
→ A are isomorphic to the identity. We prove this
for ψφ , the other case being the same.
First, ψφ is A-computable: applying Σ to φ , we get a map ΣΘ (A) −
→ Σ (B), which is A-computable. But then also the
composite ψ Σ (φ) is A-computable, and the image under F of this composite is (modulo computable isomorphism) ψφ .
Finally, to see that ψφ has an A-computable retraction, we consider the retraction φ 0 of φ and apply Σ : composing
with the retraction ψ 0 of φ we get an A-computable retraction Σ (φ 0 )ψ 0 of ψ Σ (φ), whose image under F is (again modulo
computable isomorphism) a retraction of ψφ . 
5.3. PCAs in a Turing category
We have seen that every PCA in a given Turing category is necessarily simulated by the Turing object, and that, in addition,
one can always find a simulation which is part of a computable embedding-retraction pair. But clearly, not every PCA in a
Turing category will also be a Turing object (for example, the terminal object is trivially a PCA but will in general not be a
Turing object). Thus we wish to characterize which PCAs are Turing objects.
Our next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for this to happen. Note that the point of the result is not to
characterize when a given object which happens to be a PCA turns out to be a Turing object (this was already taken care of
by Lemma 3.3), but to characterize when a given morphism is a Turing morphism.
Proposition 5.12. Let C be a Turing category, A = (A, •A ) be a Turing object and let B = (B, •B ) be a PCA in C. Then B is a
Turing object (with Turing morphism •B ) if and only if the following conditions are met:

•
•
•
•

there is an embedding-retraction pair (ψ, ψ 0 ) : B G A;
there is a simulation φ : A −
→ B;
the composite φ ◦ ψ is B-computable;
there is a B-computable retraction γ : B −
→ B of φ ◦ ψ .

Proof. We begin by noting that all conditions are necessary, because by Lemma 5.6, the PCAs A and B are equivalent via a
pair φ, ψ satisfying all the conditions.
Thus, assume that all conditions are satisfied, and let us prove that •B is a Turing morphism.
First, since the composite φ ◦ ψ is B-computable there is an index t such that •B (t × B) = •B (t × φφ 0 ). Next, since γ is
assumed to be computable, there is an index v : B −
→ B for γ •B . Finally, because φ is a simulation, there must be an index
w such that •B (wφ × φ) = φ(•A ). All of t, v and w are total maps.
Now suppose we are given f : X × B −
→ B and we need to find an index for f relative to B; consider the diagram

(3)

X ×ψ 0

X×
O A
X ×ψ

X ×B

_ _ _ _ _ _/ A × A
g ×A

(4)

wφ×φ

(wφ g )×(φφ 0 )
(5)

X ×B

/B

f

X×
O B

(vwφ g )×(φφ 0 )


/ B×B

v×B


/ B×B

•
(2)
•
(1)
•



ψ

/A


φ

/B


γ

/B

Diagram (1) commutes because we took v to be an index for γ •B , and diagram (2) expresses the fact that φ is a simulation
via w , so this commutes as well. Now we use the fact that A is a Turing object to find an index g for the composite ψ f (X ×ψ 0 );
thus by construction diagram (3) commutes. The commutativity of (4) and (5) is obvious.
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Since ψ 0 ◦ ψ = 1 and γ ◦ φ ◦ φ 0 = 1, the outermost composite from X × B to B is equal to f . Thus the diagram shows
that we have factored f as •B ◦ ((vwφ g ) × (φφ 0 )). However, we need to factor f as •B ◦ (h × B), for some total h. Now use
the index t defined above, to define h as the composite
(vwφ g )×B

X ×B

/ B×B

t ×B

/ B × B.

This composite is a total map since each of the constituents is. Moreover, we have the equalities

•B (h × B) = •B (t (vwφ g ) × B) = •B ((vwφ g ) × (φφ 0 )) = f ,
as required. 
Note that we have used combinatory completeness of B in an essential way, so that this result does not characterize
which applicative systems are Turing objects.

6. Conclusion and further work
We have attempted to outline the basic structural theory of Turing categories and the close connection with PCAs.
However, even though we introduced morphisms of PCAs, we have not said anything about functoriality of the construction
of a Turing category from a PCA. This issue will be studied in full detail in [11]; there, we will define categorical simulations,
which directly generalize simulations of PCAs. Interestingly, these can be described in terms of morphisms of generalized
categories of assemblies (which, in turn, are constructed using a generalization of the F -construction by Robinson and
Rosolini in [41]). It can then be shown that the 2-category of relative PCAs in a given base category is equivalent to the
2-category of Turing categories over the base.
Of course, one of the central points of Turing categories is the possibility of doing recursion theory in them. We will
present an account of elementary recursion theory (basic undecidability and inseparability results, Rice’s theorem, etc.)
in a forthcoming paper; to a certain extent, this will be a new presentation of the work in [38], but with a number of
noticeable differences: first, we will advocate the use of the internal language of Turing categories in order to make the
proofs more perspicuous. Indeed, many complicated diagram chases reduce to the kind of equational reasoning one may
find in an introductory text on recursion theory. Moreover, we can present strengthenings of some of the results by looking
carefully at what additional structure or properties is required of the ambient Turing category. It has to be noted that there
are inherent limitations to the kinds of results one can obtain: for example, even in the classical Turing category over N,
we can only work with r.e. sets and computable functions. So, if we wish to study results about, say, non-r.e. sets or oracle
computations, then we have to move to a bigger category.
A similar inherent limitation to Turing categories lies in its essential untypedness. Recently, Longley [28] has advocated
the use of typed PCAs in order to clarify notions of computation at higher types; it is not unimaginable that the corresponding
generalization of Turing categories can be of interest if we wish to handle such notions of computation in our setting. Such a
generalization would essentially bring us back to Birkedal’s weakly closed partial cartesian categories. At any rate, the banal
observation that within the classical computability category Comp(K1 ) it is already impossible to talk about functionals at
type 2, simply because the necessary objects aren’t there, indicates that we will have to consider widenings of the notion of
Turing category once we wish to give a categorical account of such functionals.
There is a line of research, originated by Lambek, in which one takes natural number objects as a basic notion, and tries
to characterize what functions are computable in a given category with NNO. Of special interest are free categories, such
as the free cartesian closed category with NNO, or the free topos with NNO. In this context, we should also mention Joyal’s
arithmetic universes, which are free categories based on primitive recursive arithmetic.
While this approach is distinct from the one discussed in this paper, we do think that there are worthwhile connections.
In particular, one may always ask whether a natural number object in a given category is a PCA; so at the very least, the
situations studied should give rise to interesting examples of Turing categories which live over categories other than Par.
The classifying category for partial combinatory logic seems to be of interest not just because of the fact that it is, in a
certain sense, the generic Turing category, but also because it has structural properties which are worthwhile in themselves.
In order to study this category we will develop the internal language for various classes of restriction categories. In the case of
PCL, we also look into the rewriting theory. There is an important structural result which expresses the classifying category
of PCL as a semidirect product of the classifying category for ordinary CL with a suitable fibration, which arises from the
rewriting theory.
Finally, the case of cartesian closed Turing categories is of interest; as indicated before, this is, in essence, the study of
models of the (partial) lambda calculus; such models may be called partial lambda algebras. While the basic theory of these
(including the relation to PCAs) has been worked out, little seems to be known about specific examples.
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